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What a blend! Your personality is dominated by two
related KWML temperaments.
Your complete personality profile can be described as 38.5% King/Queen, 38.5%
Warrior, 15.4% Lover, and 7.7% Magician.*

Discover more about the dominant KWML temperaments expressed in
your unique profile by exploring each temperament below.

DIVE IN
Want to discover your
partner's KWML
personality?
Send your partner this
test now!

Wondering about other
KWML personalities?
Click the images below to
discover more personalities!

To achieve greater balance and well-being, work to cultivate the
personality temperaments that are opposite your dominant
temperaments!
Kings and Queens have the wisdom and skill to bring people
together
Protective, orderly, and analytical, you're a natural leader and an
excellent advisor who likes to make and play by the rules. While you
prefer to oversee and issue commands without necessarily being the
one to carry them out, you're also very compassionate and nurturing...
More
Explore the opposite of the King/Queen: the Magician
Warriors have the power and confidence to conquer any task
Confident, competitive, and analytical, you are a fierce and steady
protector of your friends, family, and all things you hold dear. You're
extremely ambitious, targeted, and determined... More
Explore the opposite of the Warrior: the Lover

Read Dr. Paul's latest
book, The Secret
Psychology of How
We Fall in Love, to
discover a 9-step
program for
understanding the
dating brain and
finding lasting love!

Magicians inspire us with confidence and delight
Creative, adventurous, and energetic, you are the life of the party and
people are naturally drawn to your spirit and confidence. They also
stand back in awe of your magical ability to multitask and exercise
"street smarts"... More
Explore the opposite of the Magician: the King/Queen
Lovers share a deeper meaning and vision of the world
Creative, intuitive, and deeply caring, your mind and spirit are open and
capable of expressing deep meaning in the world. You represent the
artists and nurturers of society... More
Explore the opposite of the Lover: the Warrior
* Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Email this test to a friend
Learn more about yourself and your relationships by visiting drpauldobransky.com.
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